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Abstract: In conventional model-based coding schemes, predefined static models 
are generaliy used. Thesa models cannot adapt to new situations and hence they have to be 
very specific and cannot be generated from a single generic model even though they are 
very similar. In this paper, we present a model generation technique that can gradually build 
a model and dynamically modify it according to new video frames scanned. The proposed 
technique is robust to the object's orientation in the view and can be efficiently implemented 
with parallel processing lechnique. As a result, the proposed technique is more attractive to 
the practical use of model-based coding techniques in real applications. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The model-based coding system is the hottest member in the object-based coding 
systems. Vast amount of research has been carried out on relevant topics such as feature 
extraction [I] ,  motion tracking [Z] and model-synthesizing techniques [3][4], but model 
generation is still a time consuming procedure that is not attractive for real time 
applications. 
In conventional model-based coding schemes, pre-defined models are generally used. These 
models are static and can neither be adaptive to fit the real features of the object of interest 
nor be updated dynamically in the course of application. Accordingly, a very specific model 
is necessary for a particular object and one cannot use a generic model to generate models 
for similar objects whenever it is necessary so as to save memory space. Therefore, for 
applications involving real-time video coding, a simple model generation method that can 
easily construct a model or modify it dynamically according to the scenes processed is 
necessary. 
There are methods for generating an object model with stereo graphics [51 and laser 
scanning. Laser scanning: can provide a very accurate model for an object, but the size and 
the cost of the equipment involved makes it infeasible for the aforementioned applications. 
As for methods based on stereo graphics, they generally work only on specific views. 
Because of these reasons, practical model synthesis technique becomes an important 
investigation in our mode-based coding research. 
In this paper, we propost: a new technique to generate a model for a particular object with a 
generic model. Tne proposed approach has several advantages over the conventional 
methods using stereo graphics. First of all, no specific view with known orientation of the 
object is required. Second, updating the generic model with information extracted from 
multiple views is supported. Third, feature extraction processes for different views can be 
done independently and hence parallel processing is allowed. Accordingly, our method is 
comparatively more efficient and practical for real applications. 
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2. ROBUST MODEL GENERATION 
In the proposed approach, a generic model for objects of similar shapes is used in the 
model-based encoding and decoding processes. The usage of generic model can achieve 
very low bit rate coding which benefits communication applications. The idea of using 
generic model is to use a standard collection of graphics models to represent standard 
objects. However, a single object may have various shapes that a standard model may not 
well represent them. Our proposed algorithm can solve this problem easily as it can make a 
generic model dynamically adapt to the shape of the object of interest whenever new 
information is available. 
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Figure 1. Flow of the Model Synthesis Process 
The algorithm presented in this paper can actually operate in two modes for different 
applications. In its first operation mode, a target model can be generated as a pre-defined 
model for later applications based on different views of the object of interest. In its second 
operation mode, the target model can he gradually built or updated with new information 
extracted from new video frames being processed. Parallel processing is allowed in both 
circumstances. Figure 1 shows the process flow of the proposed model generation scheme. 
In the following part of this section, we shall discuss the processes involved in details. 
2.1 Orientation extraction 
In order to extract matching information for generating the object's model with the 
generic model on hand, the orientation of the object appeared in the captured image or video 
frames must he known. This piece of information can be obtained via an analysis of the 
image context. Various researches for this purpose have been done. Typical methods 
include those use face features to estimate the human head orientation such as feature- 
location rracking [ I ]  and poinr-marching [Z]. In our approach, we adopt the point-matching 
technique [Z] to determine the object's orientation in a captured image. 
2.2 Hidden surface removal 
After identified the orientation of the object, we rotate the generic model accordingly 
to match their orientations. The hidden surface of the model is then removed with a 
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modified Z-buffering algorithm. In order to increase the efficiency and reduce the 
computation effort, we project the vertices onto a projection plane that passes the center of 
the model and is parallel to the view plane. Figure 2 shows the seen face of a head model of 
orientation (0,O.O) and how it is obtained. The left portion of Figure 2b shows the surface 
closer while the right one shows the surface farther than the projection plane to the 
viewpoint. 
(a) Vertex Projection (b) Seen surfaces 
Figure 2. Hidden surface removal 
2.3 Matching a generic model to an object's image 
The processed model will then undergo a model matching procedure. First of all, a 
projected view of the processed model is obtained by projecting the model onto the view 
plane with orthographic projection. Then, the boundary information of this projected view 
and the object's image is extracted. After translating the generic model to make the center of 
its projection coincident with the center of the object's image, the model is adjusted such 
that the boundary of the projected view of the model matches that of the object's image. 
Besides the boundary vertices, remarkable feature points like eye comers, mouth and ears 
are also modified in this process. The corresponding feature points on the generic model 
will be matched to that of the object's image by making use of feature matching techniques. 
The feature matching technique proposed in [3] is adopted in our system to match face 
features. 
2.4 Modifying generic model 
Modifying the position of a vertex in an object model will result in a change of the 
positions of its connected vertices. Their change is not uniform. I h e  closer a vertex from the 
adjusted vertex, the marc significant the change should be. The modification algorithm we 
adopted here is an iterative algorithm. 
Figure 3 shows a particular vertex V, of the model and its connected neighbors. In general, 
the resultant displacement of V,,, due to its neighboring vertices' displacements, say R , ,  is 
given as E ,  = z <, X s  , where Fn is the radial displacement of vertex V, , A, is 
the set of V, 's connected neighboring vertices. The weighting parameters w , , ~  and w, 
are, respectively, defined as w ",," =[ 1 dm,,k)/(h'.d .,,I) and w, = z w,,,," ,where N 
is the total number of elmnents in A, and d,," is the distance between vertices V, and 
- 
vsn. w, 
V+A. v&A. 
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V, .The vertices are updated one by one until all of them are processed. These procedures 
are then repeated again and again until there is no more change of the resultant displacement 
for every vertex in the model. 
Figure 3. Corresponding resultant displacement and its Connected neighbors 
2.5 Updating resultant model 
For a particular view of the object, a new model can be obtained by adjusting the 
generic model with the aforementioned procedures. For the sake of reference, we refer the 
model associated with view orientation i to C X j  . This intermediate model will then be used 
to update the target model CY in order to produce a natural model. 
Let the vertices of model CXj be [ x.,j :j=l,Z ... K), where K is the total number of vertices 
of the model. The line connecting the origin to a particular vertex y , j  defines a vector 
as shown in Figure 4(a). This vector is used as an input parameter to 
calculate Sj, j ,z ,  Si,j,y and Sj, , ,z,  the confidence levels of the three components of x . , j ' s  
coordinate with respect to its counterparts V k , j  's, where k f j .  Specifically, Si,j,y 
Hereafter, this set of equations is referred to as sign@cance equations as it tells the 
significance of a particular vertex component of C X ,  in updating C X .  
The coordinate of the corresponding vertex in n', say ( V' , ,x  , V ' j , y ,  V' j ,2  ), is then updated 
with the following set of rules accordingly. 
Thresholds Sj,, , and Sj,z are, respectively, the maximum values of Sk, j ,x ' s ,  SI,j,y 's 
and Sk , j , z ' s  for all processed views k's . They are all initialized to be zero at the very 
beginning. Since the computation of S j , i , x ,  Sf,j,y and S,,j,z is independent of each other, 
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the model can be updated with respect to the 3 coordinate components in parallel. This 
increases its efficiency. 
In our approach, the target model is initialized to be the generic model. The updating lule 
(2) guarantees that the target model can eventually converge into a stable state after a 
certain number of iterations on different views. 
3. SIMULATION RESULT 
Simulation has been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm. In our simulation, based on the generic model shown in Figure 4, a single 
spherical texture map is first generated with 3 different images shown in Figure 5. The 
generic model is then fitted to the three images shown in Figure 5 according to the object's 
orientations in the images. Three corresponding intermediate models are generated 
accordingly. Figure 6 shows one of them. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Coordinate system and generic model used in the simulation 
(a) (b) (C) 
Three test input images in different orientations Figure 5. 
Another view 
Figure 6. The intermediate model obtained with view S(a) 
The intermediate model generated in each view 1s then used to update the target model. The 
extraction procedures in obtaining the update model can be optimized with parallel 
computing. The confidence levels of the vertices of the intermediate models are calculated 
and the target model is modified with a reference to these parameters. Once the target model 
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is obtained, one can map the spherical texture to the target model to construct different 
views of the object. Figure 7 shows two views of the target model and their corresponding 
texture-mapped results. 
(a) fb) 
Figure 7. Two views of the resultant model in the simulation and their rendered 
results 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In our work on model synthesis, we concern the practicality of model-based coding 
techniques. With the help of our model generation technique, several advantages can be 
achieved 
1. It is robust to the object’s orientation and size in the view. 
2. The resultant model can be gradually built or updated with model update parameters 
extracted from different views under the guidance of a set of significance functions. 
3.  The extraction of update parameters from different views can be carried out in parallel 
without interference to each other. 
Synthesizing a graphical model is always a time tolerating procedure in model-based coding 
systems. With the help of our approach, a specific human head model can be obtained more 
efficiently as compared with other conventional approaches, which is therefore more 
attractive to the practical use of model-based coding techniques in real applications. 
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